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What is CT/CS?
CT Definitions and Classifications
Commonly considered the article that began the current mainstream focus on
computational thinking, Wing (2006) indicated that computational thinking includes the
following characteristics: (1) conceptualizing, not programming, (2) fundamental, not rote skill,
(3) a way that humans, not computers, think, (4) complements and combines mathematical and
engineering thinking, (5) ideas, not artifacts, and (6) for everyone, everywhere. one of the
seminal authors around computational thinking. In fact, Wing (2006), aggressively
recommended that computational thinking needs to be taught to every student as a way to solve
problems and potentially use computer science logic to solve a myriad of everyday problems. In
2008, Wing (2008) defined CT as “taking an approach to solving problems, designing systems
and understanding human behaviour that draws on concepts fundamental to computing’’ (p.
3717). In general, CT definitions typically seem to encompass the process of identifying a
problem and creating potential solutions so that a computer (whether that be a human or
machine) could potentially implement that solution.
Gretter and Yadav (2016) referred to computational thinking as the ability to “think like a
computer scientist” (p. 511) which utilizes specific problem solving skills focused around
algorithmic thinking, pattern recognition, abstraction, and decomposition. Yadav et al. (2016)
described computational thinking (CT) as “breaking down complex problems into more
familiar/manageable sub-problems (problem decomposition), using a sequence of steps
(algorithms) to solve problems, reviewing how the solution transfers to similar problems
(abstraction), and finally determining if a computer can help more efficiently solve those
problems (automation)” (p. 565). In fact, a new advanced placement course was developed to
specifically focus on these capabilities, as opposed to pure computer science, called Advanced
Placement Computer Science Principles (Gretter & Yadav, 2016). The AP CSP course “focuses
on developing students’ 21st century skills, such as analyzing and representing data,
understanding how the Internet functions, and grasping how computing impacts people and
society” (Gretter & Yadav, 2016, p. 511).
Many have suggested how to discuss and conceptualize computational thinking. Perhaps
the most popular CT framework comes from Brennan and Resnick (2012). They established their
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CT framework based on their investigations of students’ Scratch projects. They divided CT into
concepts, practices, and perspectives (see Figures 1-3 below).

Figure 1. CT Concepts.

Figure 2. CT Practices.

Figure 3. CT Perspectives.
Policy and State Standards
Global CT Policies
Computational thinking has become an increased interest in K-12 education across the
globe. Balanskat and Engelhardt (2014) surveyed 17 European countries to identify how they
attempted to incorporate CT into the K-12 curriculum. The UK implemented CT into courses
across disciplines (including CS, information technology, and digital citizenship)( Brown,
Sentance, Crick, & Humphreys, 2014). In Australia, a CT course was incorporated into their
primary and secondary school curriculum (Falkner, Vivian, & Falkner, 2014). Poland
implemented a three-stage process for integrating CT courses in their primary and secondary
schools. The final stage required computer science in their high school final examinations (Sysło
& Kwiatkowska, 2015). South Korea has also incorporated more than 34 hours of computer
instruction in each grade K-12. They adopted a national curriculum and textbook around
computer science (Heintz et al., 2016).
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US CT Policies
In a review of the CS standards policies for all 50 states, Guo and Ottenbreit-Leftwich
(2020) found that 34 states had published computer science standards on their websites as of
January 2020 and one state, Montana, announced on the website that the state plans to publish
the CS standard in 2020 fall semester. However, the US has no universal CS standard accepted
by all states in the U.S., and states designed CS standards for their own sake to coordinate the
whole curriculum. In addition, Guo and Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2020) found that 22 out of 34 states
adopted the Computer Science Teacher Association (CSTA) CS framework, and 12 states
created CS related standards independently. Sometimes CT/CS standards were their own
separate subject area (n=11), and sometimes CT/CS was included into broader computing
standards with digital literacy and citizenship (n=13). The CT/CS standards were also placed in
different areas, such as Indiana, where CS/CT standards were housed within the science
standards subject area (Guo & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2020).
The Computer Science framework from k12cs.org was published in 2017 and helped
guide the development of many of the CS standards (K–12 Computer Science Framework, 2016)
The framework identified five core concepts for K-12 Computer Science: (1) Computing
Systems, (2) Networks and the Internet, (3) Data and Analysis, (4) Algorithms and
Programming, and the (5) Impact of Computing. Following this, the Computer Science Teacher
Association (CSTA) established Computer Science standards that were the most commonly used
K-12 CS standards with 22 out of the 34 states directly adopting these standards. Of the 12 states
that did not directly use the national CSTA standards, seven states explicitly mentioned and
included elements of computational thinking in their standards. Five states incorporated ideas
around computational thinking from ISTE standards, which includes one standard called “to be
the computational thinker.” However, other states separated Computational Thinking as an
individual concept. For example, Colorado and Massachusetts organized Computational
Thinking as an important concept in the computer science standards. Arkansas connected
Computational Thinking with Problem Solving in their state-created Computer Science
Standards (Guo & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2020). Guo and Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2020) also
identified that 32 out of the 34 states had CS curriculum standards beginning at the kindergarten
level.
CT/CS Integration into Subject Area Standards
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Computational thinking is described differently across standards and frameworks. For
example, the CS framework did not include computational thinking as a concept, but described
computational thinking as the practices students use in computer science. In some states, they
integrated computational thinking into other subject areas. For example, New Jersey’s standards
featured computational thinking as a key concept of Engineering and Design. In another
example, Michigan adopted the Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS) and computational
thinking was marked as one of the core concepts in the Science and Engineering Practices
dimension. It was common for states to reference teaching computational thinking with other
disciplines (e.g., science, math, engineering) due to the sharing concepts among diverse
disciplines (Guo & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2020).
Rationale for CT: 21st Century Skills and Digital Citizenship
Scholars have also expressed the difficulties associated with separating CT/CS concepts
from other computing-related areas, such as computer literacy, information technology,
educational technology, digital citizenship, and computational thinking (Mouza et al., 2018). In
addition, scholars have emphasized that we need to incorporate more concepts related to CS,
such as computational thinking (Wing, 2008) and digital citizenship, as an essential skill of
participating in society (Mossberger et al., 2007).
Moreover, some suggested that the goal of education is to produce strong and
contributing citizens (e.g., Roosevelt, 2008). However, with the fast development of technology,
especially computers and the Internet, the concept of citizenship has expanded to incorporate the
digital world. Scholars have claimed that teaching K-12 digital citizenship will help students
become citizens that will thrive and contribute to our digital society (Ribble, 2015), as well as
provide equal opportunities for all students in the new digital society (Vogel et al., 2017). Gretter
and Yadav (2016) also pointed out that to be prepared for today’s participatory culture, students
need 21st century skills that can enable them to be creators, as opposed to passive receivers of
information. As our society is increasingly shifting towards digital engagement, students need to
develop the ability to deconstruct problems and solve them utilizing the power of computers.
This requires computational thinking skills. Scholars have argued that computational thinking
skills require students to develop both domain-specific and general problem-solving skills
(Yadav, Good, et al., 2017). Yadav, Good, et al. (2017) described the importance of
incorporating CT into compulsory education:
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“Computational thinking is a broadly applicable competence domain, which is important
for individuals to be successful in today’s technological society…Given that
computational thinking has been highlighted as an ubiquitous twenty-first century skill
and the emphasis placed on the need to embed CT in primary and secondary schooling,
we need to focus on better understanding how computational thinking tools support
learners” (p. 1064).
PreK-5 Strategies for CT Learning
This section provides a look into three areas that need consideration when addressing CT
learning with preK-5 students. In the following subsections, we will provide overviews of
developmental appropriateness for CT learning strategies, using multiple representations in CT
learning, and making CT learning active, hands-on, and minds-on.
Developmental Appropriateness for CT Learning Strategies
Teaching CT to children has been shown to be a good tool for mind development
(Buitrago Flórez et al., 2017). As Bruner (1960) stated, “any subject can be taught effectively in
some intellectually honest form to any child at any stage of development” (p. 33). Conceptual
development in CT will be initially localized in the learning task in which the concept is learned,
then through multiple instances of addressing a concept or skill, students will begin to develop
deeper, more abstract ideas regarding the concepts. CT skills invoke modeling. In regards to
modeling tasks, Lesh and Harel (2003) state, "if we examine a student’s performances across a
series of related activities, it is clear that his or her apparent stage of development often varies
considerably across tasks” (p. 186). Therefore, this would also be true of complex CT tasks that
allow for students to express their CT models in ways that allow for refinement and testing.
Therefore, it is important to consider how to be able to break down a complex topic like
computer science and CT into manageable parts for younger students.
Based on the Brennan and Resnick (2012) framework, Zhang and Nouri (2019) examined
all Scratch-based empirical studies with Kindergarten through ninth-grade students. After
reviewing 55 studies, they developed a progression of CT skills (concepts, practices, and
perspectives) based on students’ ages (see Figure 4 below). This progression, while not yet well
studied as a final product for effectiveness, is a good start to consider which CT skills to
emphasize for different age levels.
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Lee and Mayn-Smith (2020) investigated CT learning progressions by examining funded
projects at NSF-funded workshops. In K-2, they identified that abstraction (in which they
included patterns and representation) included looking for patterns in works, representing people
with glyphs, and representing shapes and movements; algorithms included instructing Bee-Bot
(see Robotics/Devices Section below) through a maze and instructing humans as if they were
robots; programming and development included what they termed “everyday mechanisms” such
as money exchange and guess my number examples; data collection and analysis included
sorting objects and using tally marks for counting; and finally, modeling and simulation included
running an experiment and comparing solutions. In grades 3-5, they found that abstraction
included making abstract art and storyboarding; algorithms included programming robots or
developing instructions for Lego builds; programming and development included CAD,
animation of clock hands, and Scratch animations; data collection and analysis included
comparing solutions, guessing the rules, design tasks, and simulation to produce data; and
finally, modeling and simulation included developing models – mathematical models,
amusement park rides, invasive species, and ecosystems (Lee & Malyn-Smith, 2020).

Figure 4. Progression of CT skills based on learners’ age (Zhang & Nouri, 2019), p. 19.
Students at any age will have inherent challenges if they are new to CT. These challenges
can include things such as getting to know the intricacies of programming languages or
platforms, learning how to “talk” to a machine with instructions the machine can understand, and
getting unstuck when their program is not working (correctly or at all). If we add in the learning
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development of elementary age students, these challenges can become increasingly difficult.
Researchers have started to study and build these CT learning trajectories for early grades. Rich
et al. (2018) worked to develop a decomposition learning trajectory for K-8, showing such
dimensions as “code is reusable” and “code can be written in small parts.” This type of work
needs to continue and be developed with greater detail for all of the CT skills. Therefore, as CT
learning is a fairly new area to research with students at this age, pulling from the literature on
learning progressions/trajectories for elementary students, particularly in mathematics and
literacy, may help with addressing some of the challenges that students will face as they begin to
develop CT skills.
Using Multiple Representations in CT Learning
The purpose of teaching computational thinking is ultimately geared toward machine
automation (Yadav, Goode et al., 2017). The ideas behind coding a machine to perform certain
tasks require very abstract concepts. As stated in the developmentally appropriate strategies
section, students in early grades need to start with more concrete ideas then progress toward
more abstract ones. As students are developing ideas around computational thinking, helping
students make the transitions among coding concepts is key. Multiple representations are a good
way to do this.
Generally, coding in secondary and postsecondary classrooms involve multiple
representations of code. These multiple representations can include real life examples, everyday
language, pseudocode, flowcharts, code tracing/tracking charts and tables, coding languages, etc.
(Malik et al., 2019). Most of these representations of algorithms and debugging within coding
are much too abstract for children to begin with (Fessakis et al., 2013). Therefore, it is important
that students, especially K-5 students, are introduced to computational concepts using multiple
representations starting with more concrete ideas and then progressing to more abstract.
However, during this learning process, students need to be making translations between and
among these representations (Moore, Brophy et al., 2020). As students are developing
computational concepts, they will use concrete, pictorial, motor, language, and symbolic
representations (Bers, 2018b; Lesh & Doerr, 2003; Nathan et al., 2013). These representations
should be developmentally appropriate approximations of the processes of coding. For example,
Moore, Brophy et al. (2020) set up purposeful analogous representations for processes of coding
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to test the developmental appropriateness of these representations and the translation between
them in a study of second-grade students using a computing device (see Robot Mouse in
Robotics/Devices Section below). In this study, directional coding cards represented flow charts
of coding and these cards could also be used for code tracing and debugging, coding with
directional buttons were a representation of coding language, and students used language and
gesture as pseudocode for planning. For second-grade students, translation between these
representations often involved high cognitive demand. Therefore, students were seen developing
intermediary representations to help manage their cognitive load and make the needed
translations between representations to accomplish the CT tasks being asked of them (Moore,
Brophy et al., 2020).
But as students develop, it is important to use concrete manipulatives purposefully and
with care. Aggarwal et al. (2017) compared 3rd-5th grade students using physical manipulatives
to develop code within the Kodu curriculum to students who did not use the manipulatives. The
students were divided into groups that used flashcards and tiles before entering code into the
Kodu Game Lab or just paper and pencil representations before entering code into the Kodu
Game Lab. Here the two groups overall performed similarly content-wise, but the group with the
manipulatives did better on tasks that involved syntax but this was time consuming while the
group without the manipulatives did better at completing the tasks in a timely, iterative manner
getting immediate feedback from the software. The authors suggest that manipulatives may have
diminishing returns and therefore should be scaffolded carefully (Aggarwal et al., 2017). These
studies shed light on how representations can be used to develop CT competencies and how
students learn with multiple representations. However, much more research is needed to
understand which practices are most effective in helping students progress towards high-quality
CT learning.
Making CT Learning Active, Hands-on, and Minds-on
CT is more than just coding. CT offers broad opportunities for students to engage in
physical manipulations, movement, and motor skills (Bers, 2018b; Byers & Walker, 1995). CT
learning also requires students to solve problems algorithmically and develop technological
fluency and language (Bers, 2010; Papert, 1980). Students must learn the language of coding
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through “learning about” it as well as “using” it (Bers, 2018a). These ideas suggest that students
need to engage with the CT content in multiple hands-on and minds-on ways.
Curricular innovations such as those described by Aggarwal et al. (2017) above that
involve physical manipulatives provide an entry point for learners. Other curricular innovations
involve whole body movement and large-scale concrete manipulation of objects that encourage
CT. The Puppy Playground (Ehsan et al., 2019) engages children in engineering design to
develop a play space for a dog using “Big Blue Blocks.” This activity could be implemented in
any learning environment that can handle the size of the blocks, but also could be scaled using
smaller blocks. In small groups, students worked together for a client (a kindergarten student
who wants to let her puppy play in the yard). The criteria for the design was to keep the puppy
from escaping, allow for play and exercise, and make the playground aesthetically pleasing by
including patterns in the design. The physical nature of this task with the larger blocks allows
students to think through the problem from the end-user’s perspective - that of the puppy. The
studies of this task show the students participating in the CT concepts of problem decomposition,
pattern recognition, debugging, algorithm and procedure, simulation, and abstraction (Ehsan et
al., 2019; 2020). But the active, hands-on nature of the task helps students with connection
between very characteristic engineering concepts such as user-centered design and the CT
principles the activity was designed to elicit.
In a more complex museum or science center exhibit, Computing for the Critters, was
also designed to integrate engineering and CT through the context of designing an automated
way to deliver medicine to all of the animals in a veterinary hospital. The exhibit has five
interconnected sections: (1) a place to learn about CT and the context of the rest of the exhibit,
(2) a physical maze for children to climb and act out the scenario, (3) a station to plan and test
routes through the maze, (4) panels with details of different types of engineering, and (5) an
interactive coding video game (Ehsan, Ohland et al., 2018). The CT in this exhibit is elicited as
the students interacted with the different exhibit elements. For example, problem decomposition,
patterns, parallelization, and simulation were elicited in the physical maze when children worked
to physically get the medicine to all of the animals, whereas, algorithms and procedures,
debugging, were elicited during the interactive coding game (Fagundes et al., 2020). These
examples represent a variety of different ways hands-on, minds-on CT can be incorporated into
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learning experiences. The examples throughout the remainder of this paper also include rich
active learning ideas for CT learning and integration.
Tools for Teaching Elementary Computational Thinking/Computer Science
There are many great tools that can be used to develop computational thinking. Studies
have shown that elementary teachers find computer programs such as Scratch and other CSfocused devices to be both valuable (Clark et al., 2013) and accessible to both teachers and
students (Lee, 2011). Israel et al. (2015) specifically indicated that even skeptical or reluctant
teachers found value in teaching CS when provided with certain pedagogical tools. We have
organized these into five categories (unplugged, plugged, tools, robotics/devices, curriculum, and
books). We will briefly discuss examples here, but a more detailed description and coverage of
additional tools can be found in the Appendix, which was developed by Guo and Fagundes
(2020).
Unplugged Activities
Educators and parents often turn to unplugged CT activities when access to digital
resources is difficult or there is a desire to focus on the content rather than a gadget or object.
Unplugged CT activities lack a digital component and typically come in the form of games and
activities or as curricular teaching materials. Curzon et al. (2018) described unplugged
computing as “physical objects and role play are used to illustrate computing concepts” (p. 514).
It seems that many of the early childhood educational experiences with computational thinking
incorporated unplugged activities. The purpose of these seemed to be the intent to make abstract
concepts more concrete (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Example of a Kindergarten Unplugged Activity from CS for All in SF.
Researchers have examined the effectiveness of unplugged activities at the PreK-5 grade
levels. In one example, Faber et al. (2017) implemented six 90-minute unplugged lessons around
programming concepts (algorithms, variables, repetition, conditionals, and binary) in 26 primary
schools in the Netherlands. Based on observations and interviews, they asserted that the
unplugged games made the lesson more engaging for students. In a quasi-experimental study of
84 second-graders in Spain, del Olmo-Muñoz et al. (2020) explored the differences between
unplugged and plugged CT activities. The control group of 42 students completed 3 unplugged
CT activities and 3 plugged activities, whereas the experimental group completed 6 plugged
activities. The results showed that those students who completed unplugged and plugged
activities significantly outperformed students that had only completed plugged activities.
In general, it seems that unplugged activities are particularly successful for early
childhood and primary students. Some of the most popular elementary CS curriculums at this
point (Code.org’s CS Fundamentals, Project Lead the Way’s CS Launch, and Computer Science
for All in SF) use both unplugged and plugged activities for CT/CS concepts. In a quasiexperimental study of 35 elementary students, Hermans and Aivaloglou (2017) provided one half
of the students with four plugged lessons and the other half four unplugged lessons. Afterwards,
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both groups participated in four weeks of Scratch lessons. After eight weeks, there was no
difference between the two groups with regards to their knowledge of programming concepts.
However, the unplugged group was more confident of their ability and used a wider selection of
Scratch blocks. This may show the importance of utilizing both unplugged and plugged activities
to encourage students’ confidence and creativity.
Typically, CS curriculum uses unplugged activities first, and then moves on to utilizing
computational toys or visual block-based programming. Wohl et al. (2015) conducted a quasiexperimental study over three groups of 28 students aged five to seven. They explored the
differences between the order of three different approaches to teaching CS concepts: unplugged
computing, tangible computing (with Cubelets) and visual block-based programming (Scratch).
Based on their observations, Wohl et al. (2015) found that after the unplugged sessions, students
were the most engaged in CS concepts. They suggested that the “unplugged session seemed to
demonstrate that young children can be introduced to and engaged in relatively complex ideas”
(p. 5). This seems to be a developmentally appropriate way to build students' understanding, and
then apply it with an external device.
Plugged Activities
Plugged activities consist of online puzzles or games that students can explore. They are
often very tailored and heavily guided. Some of these include Code.org, Hour of Code activities,
Kodables, and Tynker. These plugged activities guide students through a set of graded
exercises/puzzles to move characters through a scene (for example, a red Angry Bird going after
a Green Pig). Through these experiences, students learn some of the basics concepts around
programming such as sequencing, loops, and conditionals by using command blocks like “move
forward” or “turn left.” These activities are less open-ended than other visual block-based
programming environments like Scratch or Blockly.

Figure 6. Retrieved from Code.org: https://studio.code.org/s/express-2020/stage/2/puzzle/2
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Studies have shown that these plugged activities seem to increase young students’ interest
and conceptual understanding of coding (Pila et al., 2019). However, studies have also shown
that young students were still unable to verbally explain coding (Pila et al., 2019). In a study
various implementations of CT in math with preschool children, Lavigne et al. (2020) found that
activity sessions with digital apps took longer than hands-on activities (17 mins as compared to
11 mins). In addition, teachers and students both spent the majority of their time focused on the
learning goal 65% when working on unplugged activities and 71% when working on plugged
activities (Lavigne et al., 2020).
Curriculum Example of Unplugged and Plugged Activities: Code.org
Perhaps one of the most common ways elementary teachers are teaching CS is through
Code.org’s CS Fundamentals curriculum. This curriculum incorporates both unplugged and
plugged activities, typically introducing a concept with an unplugged activity and following with
a plugged activity where the student applies and practices the new concept. The concepts are
heavily focused on computer science, but the detailed lesson plans also provide links to potential
literacy, math, and other relevant K-5 national content area standards. There have been several
studies conducted to investigate the impact of the Code.org curriculum. Kalelioğlu (2015)
investigated the impact of Code.org on 32 4th year Turkish students’ reflective thinking skills
through a quasi-experimental design. Although there were no significant differences in students’
reflective thinking skills, students developed a positive attitude towards programming and female
students were as successful as their male counterparts. In another study, Lambić et al. (2020)
examined the impact of Code.org’s second course on 293 seven to ten year-olds. They found that
older students reported a significantly more positive attitude towards programming than younger
students. The authors observed that many of the younger students were unable to solve many of
the programming tasks, which resulted in a negative attitude towards programming. Therefore,
selecting appropriately challenging materials is critical to students developing positive attitudes
towards CS.
One of the authors of this paper is a Code.org CS Fundamentals trainer for the state of
Indiana. Although there are some exceptional pieces of Code.org’s work (including wonderfully
detailed lessons plans, videos, widgets and materials), one of the challenges I have noticed is that
K-5 teachers often only use Code.org’s plugged lessons. Without implementing the unplugged
lessons, students are lacking the stronger introduction to concepts and CS becomes equated to
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playing games and solving puzzles online. Elementary teachers often describe the challenges of
fitting CS into the school day (Ozturk et al., 2018). Therefore, Century et al. (2020) worked to
embed Code.org into one school district’s non-negotiable elementary literacy block. They
developed “Time for CS” (Time4CS) modules that included science, ELA, and social studies
lessons and associated Code.org lessons connected with a problem-based theme. During the
2016-2017 academic year, 157 teachers implemented two modules for each grade (3rd – 5th)
during existing 180-minute literacy blocks. The teachers who used Time4CS modules
implemented more CS lessons than other in their district. In addition, the study found that these
higher amounts of interdisciplinary teaching practices were associated with higher student
achievement, specifically students’ state assessment ELA scores. Finally, the approach of
incorporating Code.org Fundamentals within existing curriculum seemed to present a more
feasible way to provide more CS opportunities to 3rd – 5th grade students. They stressed that this
study proves that “it is possible to make time in the elementary school day for CS, and that there
are no negative consequences for core subjects (e.g., ELA and mathematics)” (Century et al.,
2020, p. 1). Based on our engagement with this curriculum, we recommend this as an excellent
starting point for teachers, but stress the importance of reading the lesson plans and
implementing unplugged lessons before having students begin the plugged sessions.
Robotics/Devices
There are a wide range of robotics/devices that have been utilized to incorporate
computational thinking into elementary classrooms. Some robotics have been designed to feature
push button coding, claiming that this process enables younger students who may not have the
capacity to utilize coding apps to engage in simple commands structures and coding.
Bee-Bots
One of the more popular push-button coding devices for younger children is Bee-Bot
(Figure 7). Bee-Bot is a friendly looking bumblebee that has four arrows on its back enabling it
to move forward 6 inches, backwards 6 inches, and turning to the left or right. PreK-5 teachers
have students use Bee-Bot with a large grid mat. Students must code the Bee-Bot to arrive on
certain numbers, letters, or shapes. This activity enables teachers to integrate computational
thinking into their other subject areas and make it engaging for students. A few studies have
shown that early childhood students (preschool and kindergarten) show increase CT skills after
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using Bee-Bots (e.g., Caballero-González, Moñoz, & Muñoz-Repiso, 2019; Papadakis &
Kalogiannakis, 2020).

Picture from BeeBot website.
Picture from Bee-Bot
website.

Picture from @anneleftwich

Figure 7. Example of Bee-Bot robots and an activity for kindergarten students.
Robot Mouse
Another popular robotic device that is used with early elementary students to develop CT
skills is the Robot Mouse. The robot mouse is sold separately or within the Code and Go™
Robot Mouse Activity Set developed by Learning Resources. The entire activity is a game in
which the player sets up steps for the robot mouse to follow through a physical maze to arrive at
the cheese. The set include Colby, the programmable battery-operated robot mouse, a wedge of
cheese that when Colby touches it, his nose lights up and he makes a cooing noise, 16 square
tiles that can be interlocked to make the floor of the physical maze, gates and tunnels to add to
the maze, code cards printed with directional arrows or action symbols, and maps of maze
puzzles for the player to solve. Figure 8 shows children playing with the Code and Go Robot
Mouse activity set. Moore, Brophy et al. (2020) used the robot mouse game as a way to study
students ability to translate between coding representations.
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Figure 8. Students coding the robot mouse to navigate the maze in order to get to the cheese.
This particular robot has an add-on expansion set to specifically target early math
concepts. The kit includes number and coding cards, dice, and a playmat to introduce coding
lessons with addition, subtraction, and number sequencing. The activity guide includes lessons
and games to integrate the coding mouse into a range of math lessons (e.g., even and odd
numbers).
Robots and robotic devices are popular STEM toys for kids. These devices have a lot to
offer as both free-choice play and devices to help scaffold learning in more formal environments.
Furthermore, robotics can also include “the learning of computer programming concepts such as
iteration, input/ process/output, and control structures (procedural flow)” (Sullivan & Heffernan,
2012, p. 107). There are many additional robotic devices that we have not had a chance to review
for this paper. See the Appendix for a more comprehensive list of robotic devices.
Robots and robotic devices have potential to capture the imagination of young learners.
However, the context in which robotics is introduced can impact who will be engaged. Studies
have shown that robotics may not appeal to female students at the secondary levels, and female
students may need more support and be less confident (Sullivan & Bers, 2019). There is a lack of
research on whether this also applies at the elementary levels. Therefore, special attention should
be dedicated to ensure all students are being engaged by robotics inspired learning experiences.
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Open-Ended Tools
The resources mentioned in this category employ open-ended apps that students can use
and explore in a wide range of ways. Perhaps the most common is visual block-based coding
applications/software. The most popular visual block-based coding applications are ScratchJr
and Scratch. According to Bers (2018a), Scratch was designed to “provide easy ways for novices
to get started (low floor), ways for them to work on increasingly sophisticated projects over time
(high ceiling) and multiple pathways for engagement for all children with diverse interests (wide
walls)” (p. 2). In a review of CT education studies, Lye and Koh (2014) identified nine studies
that examined how programming was incorporated into the K-12 curriculum. Most (n=8) of
these studies utilized Scratch or Logo.
Scratch
Scratch is an open-ended coding tool that utilizes visual blocks to enable students to
program a character. It can incorporate media and can be interactive. Students have used Scratch
to create a wide range of projects including animated stories, news shows, music/arts projects,
simulations, tutorials, book reports, and much more. Scratch was designed to support students
(ages 8-16). Scratch is available in many different languages. Blocks are organized into
categories based on actions and color-coded to make things easier to find on the far left-hand
side. The middle is where students build the code using blocks and the stage on the right-hand
side where the characters enact the coded program (Maloney, 2010)(see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Example of Current Scratch Interface. Screenshot taken from
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getStarted
Zhang and Nouri (2019) reviewed all empirically based Scratch articles at the K-9 grade
levels between 2007 and 2018. They applied the Brennan and Resnick (2012) CT framework to
analyze and identify what concepts were being researched. They found that out of 55 articles, the
CT concepts that were most commonly addressed were loops (n=28 studies), sequences (n=26),
and conditionals (n=24). These have been identified as the basic control structures in all
programming languages (Zhang & Nouri, 2019). There were at least ten studies that also
investigated the CT concepts of variables, coordination, reading code, Boolean logic/operators,
parallelism, events, and abstraction. In addition, nine studies focused on the CT practices
abstracting and modularizing, while eight studies focused on debugging and testing. Zhang and
Nouri (2019) found that K-9 students’ uses of Scratch which typically fall into games (n=21),
animation (n=5), or storytelling (n=4). When examining the subject concepts, Zhang and Nouri
(2019) found that 64% of the 55 K-9 Scratch studies were situated within computer science, 12%
in arts/music/crafting, 11% in language, 9% in math, and 4% in science.
Studies have shown that Scratch has enabled primary students to build CT skills (Zhang
& Nouri, 2019), increase students' attitudes and interest in computer science (Sáez-López et al.,
2016) and even digital competencies and 21st century skills (Nouri et al., 2020). Sáez-López et
al. (2016) implemented a two-year long intervention where 107 5th and 6th grade students used
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Scratch within art and social science contexts (see evidence here:
https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/804018/). The lessons were based on the Creative Computing
Curriculum for Scratch created by the Creative Computing Lab at the Harvard Graduate School
of Education. Sáez-López et al. (2016) stated that this interdisciplinary approach seemed to
motivate students. They recommend that this approach to develop students’ computational
thinking within a curricular context can impact students’ CT skills, art and history skills, and
motivation for participating in more active styles of learning.
Wohl et al. (2015) conducted a quasi-experimental study over three groups of 28 students
aged five to seven. They explored the differences between the order of three different approaches
to teaching CS concepts: unplugged computing, tangible computing (with Cubelets) and visual
block-based programming (Scratch). Based on their observations, after the Scratch sessions, the
students encouraged the students’ creativity, although it was difficult for the students to use.
This was likely due to the fact that Scratch was too difficult for younger students to work with.
ScratchJr
ScratchJr programming software was created by the authors of Scratch for younger
students in kindergarten to second grade. Design considerations included developmentally
appropriate interface and methods of interaction. Specifically, the authors mentioned creating
software that had a “low floor and (appropriately) high ceiling, wide walls, tinkerability, …and
conviviality” (Flannery et al., 2013). Flannery et al. (2013) examined how younger students
engaged with Scratch in a small pilot study of kindergarteners through second graders.
Kindergarteners through second graders struggled to use Scratch due to literacy capabilities
(unable to read Scratch block), lack of understanding measurements (grid patterning was
difficult), and lack of ability to think abstractly and predict the results of blocks. Therefore, they
set out to develop a version that could meet younger students’ needs.
After designing Scratch Jr, Flannery et al. (2013) tested the software with 100
kindergarten through second grade students in nine sessions. Although all students were able to
use the software to create programs, kindergarteners seemed to struggle with the interface. One
kindergarten project used Scratch Jr to talk about basic motions (over, under, etc.) while the first
and second grade students often used it for retelling stories, utilizing multiple characters and
actions. Flannery et al. (2013) also discussed the importance of building curriculum guides that
could be integrated into math and literacy at the K-2 levels. They developed an online
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community where early childhood educators could post and share materials and lessons
(Flannery et al., 2013).
Bers (2018a) described that the programming blocks were organized into six categories,
signified by different colors, to describe overall coding constructs: “yellow Trigger blocks, blue
Motion blocks, purple Looks blocks, green Sound blocks, orange Control flow blocks, and red
End blocks” (p. 2). Students are able to connect blocks together to control the characters. They
can create their own characters and background. The program was designed to be used like a
narrative structure with different pages established to mimic the creation of a book by
establishing pages and containing a beginning, middle, and end. In addition, students can
integrate text and speech bubbles into their projects.
The authors of ScratchJr wanted to create a digital playground with this app. They have
pointed out that the application lacks the collaborative elements that are typically found on a
playground between children. Therefore, they organized a DevTech Research Group that has
created a Collaborative ScratchJr Projects Guide. This guide supports teachers in collaborative
projects for students that can incorporate moving characters across multiple screens and iPads
(Bers, 2018a)(see Figure 10 for example of collaborative Scratch Jr projects).

Figure 10. Example of Scratch Jr Collaboration Project from Bers (2018a).
LEGO WeDo 2.0
Other tools/resources in this category include other robotics that utilize block-based
coding. These include, but are not limited to Qubo, LEGO WeDo 2.0, WonderWorkshop’s Dash
‘n Dot, LEGO Boost, Artie 3000, and VEX Robotics. LEGO WeDo 2.0 has a connected
curriculum that integrates CS into engineering and science concepts. For example, one activity
has students investigating pollination. Students build and program a pollination model using
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LEGOs and a block-based coding app (see Figure 11 for example from LEGO WeDo 2.0’s
website).

Figure 11. LEGO WeDo 2.0 Examples. (https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons/wedo-2science/plants-and-pollinators#3-create-phase)
Chalmers (2018) examined how UK teachers in grades one through six implemented
LEGO WeDo 2.0 activities. Teachers implemented lessons around pulling (investigating
balanced and unbalanced forces), speed (investigating factors that make a car accelerate),
structures (investigating characteristics to make buildings earthquake resistant), and plants and
pollinators (modeling the relationship between pollinators and flowers). Based on these
implementations, teachers reported that students seemed to develop computational thinking
concepts (sequencing, loop, and pattern recognition) and practices (problem solving and
debugging). Teachers also reported that students seemed to develop CT perspectives, such as
persistence and iterating on designs, as well as collaborating and sharing ideas with their
classmates (Chalmers, 2018).
LEGO WeDo 2.0 seems to be a good introduction to CT/CS ideas that are integrated into
a problem-based situation. Like many existing curriculums, it is important to show how all these
concepts build on each other. Otherwise, it can often seem like small STEM activities, rather
than a curriculum. We could envision this as an introduction project to a science idea/topics like
investigating forces, or as a culminating activity to apply concepts they have already learned.
Cozmo
One of the more sophisticated robots is Cozmo. Cozmo is a robot that develops as you
play with it. It has been used as an introduction to artificial intelligence for elementary-aged
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students. The Cozmo robot uses Calypso (a scaffolded robot programming environment). The
programming environment allows students to program Cozmo with advanced features such as
“visual recognition of objects and faces, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM),
landmark-based navigation, and speech input” (Touretzky & Gardner-McCune, 2018, p. 1). In
one study, Ehsan, Cardella, and Hynes (2020) examined two children with autism (8-10 years
old) that tried Cozmo’s Ambulance activity with their mothers. Although both were able to code
the robot and showcased multiple CT competencies, their experiences were different based on
the interactions with their mothers. One mother/child interaction resulted in the child’s CT
problem-solving and completion of the given challenges. The other mother/child interaction was
less successful as the mother tended to focus on the child’s deficits. Ehsan et al. (2020)
concluded that “All children can engage in CT competencies if the adults working with them
focus on their strengths and potential rather than their deficits, and accordingly appropriate
guiding strategies and learning opportunities are provided” (p. 7).
Curricula
There are a wide range of CS-focused curricula available for PreK-5. Throughout the
paper, we have brought in many examples of curricular innovations that highlight CT in different
ways. To supplement these examples, we also bring forth one additional fairly comprehensive
resource. According to CSforAll’s content provider membership, there are currently 152
different curriculum providers for PreK-5th grade (http://bit.ly/CSforAllPreK5). These range
from CS specific (i.e., Codelicious), to robotics (e.g., Exploring Robotics), to AI-focused (e.g.,
AInspire), to STEAM integrated CS (e.g., SAM Labs). There are also resources for teachers such
as “No Fear Coding K-5”. In this resource, the author walks teachers through integrating BeeBots, Code.org lesson, and Scratch across the curriculum. One of the most commonly used CSfocused curriculum is Code.org’s CS Fundamentals curriculum (described earlier). While we did
not survey the majority of curricular resources, we are happy to see that more and more
resources that integrate CT in meaningful ways are available to teachers and students.
Books
There have also been a range of different children’s books focusing on computer science
within the past few years. Specifically, these books tend to focus on using literacy to teach
CS/CT ideas and principles. Haroldson and Bellard (2020) reviewed 45 picture books and
graphic novels published between 2015 and 2019 that focused on CS at the K-8 grade levels (see
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below for the list from p. 7-8). The authors investigated what the computer science practices that
the characters in the books engage in. Using the four main CS practices established in the K-12
CS Framework, the authors reviewed the books for evidence of one of the four CS practices.
They found that 70% of the books contained at least three of the seven practices, with only twopercent of the books covering all seven practices. The most common practices addressed were
Creating Computational Artifacts (80%), Developing and Using Abstractions (67%), and
Recognizing and Defining Computational Problems (58%). The least frequently addressed
practice was Fostering an Inclusive Computing Culture (9%). Books to support CT/CS
integration will be discussed more in the literacy integration section.
Integration of CT/CS into Other Elementary Subjects
Scholars have argued that computational thinking is intrinsic to all subject areas,
describing it as the core of all modern disciplines (Henderson et al., 2007). Lavigne et al. (2020)
suggested that “developing computational thinking (CT) skills at a young age is critical for
preparing preschool children to engage with the technologies that have become central to nearly
every occupation and for improving achievements in STEM, literacy, and other disciplines” (p.
63). Some scholars have pointed out that computer science shares similar content and inquiry
methods with science (Fluck et al., 2016) or math (Rich et al., 2019). In science, Fluck et al.
(2016) described that the concept of data and analysis in CS overlaps with the concepts of
observing phenomena and proposing hypotheses in the scientific method. In math, Rich et al.
(2018) explained that terms embedded in computational thinking (e.g., algorithm) and
programming (e.g., variables) share similar terms embedded in mathematics.
Some have claimed that by integrating computer science concepts with the other
disciplines, it could promote the innovation of computer science curricula (Sahami et al., 2013)
or could help with problem-solving by opening multiple ways of thinking (Denning et al., 2017).
However, scholars also state that embedding the concepts of Computer Science within the other
disciplines through the concept of computational thinking greatly challenged teachers (Barr &
Stephenson, 2011). Grover and Pea (2013) pointed out that more research was needed to figure
out how to integrate CT into elementary subject areas.
As the integration of CT into other subjects areas has proved challenging for teachers to
accomplish, Yadav et al. (2019) provided a toolkit for teachers to incorporate CT into their
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classrooms using four concepts: abstraction, decomposition, patterns, and debugging (see Figure
12 for a breakdown of the entire guide from their article). For abstraction, teachers should focus
on reducing complexity, encouraging students to simplify and focus on the more important
information. For decomposition, teachers need to help students break down problems into
smaller, more manageable parts. For patterns, facilitate opportunities for students to recognize
and create patterns. For debugging, teachers can focus on encouraging students to identify the
errors in their work, and to fix it themselves.

Figure 12. Toolkit screenshot from Yadav et al. 2019
The Importance of Context
When considering CT integration into other subjects, the contexts that students work
within are highly important. A theme that runs through much of the STEM integration literature
is that STEM activities should be focused on realistic or real-world problems (Moore, Johnston,
& Glancy, 2020). The contexts used in CT integration activities should represent complexity of
real-world problems (Angeli et al., 2016; Berland & Steingut, 2016). Connecting the CT lessons
to other school subjects - particularly STEM subjects (Lesh & Harel, 2003; Ryan et al., 2017),
STEM careers (Ryu, Mentzer, & Knobloch, 2018), and the community - making them more
socially and culturally relevant (Johnson, 2013) - are all potentially good ways to help students
make connections in their learning of CT. Furthermore, it has been argued that embedding
STEM+C content in real-world contexts makes students more motivated and engaged in the
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learning because they are more meaningful and relevant to students’ lives (Angeli et al., 2016;
Berland & Steingut, 2016; Guzey et al., 2016).
Integration of CT/CS into Elementary Engineering and Engineering-Based STEM
Engineering and CT are inherently connected (National Research Council [NRC], 2011) .
Computer science is often considered one of the disciplines of engineering and in many
universities, the CS department is within the college of engineering. In fact, computer science,
software engineering, and computer engineering overlap significantly - with nuanced differences
in the focus of each discipline. The hallmark of engineering design is that the engineer designs a
technology to meet a need. Since computer programs are technologies, then necessarily one who
designs a computer program would also use the principles of engineering design to design it.
Brennan and Resnick (2012) identify those who code as designers. Furthermore, criteria and
constraints guide and limit how designers work toward their end product (NRC, 2010). Ehsan,
Cardella, and Svarovsky (2018) found that CT elements were present within in the engineering
design process employed by young students. Table 1 provides an overview of how their research
identified overlaps between CT competencies and engineering design. While this is not a
comprehensive understanding of how engineering and CT overlap, it does demonstrate the
potential for the meaningfulness and thoroughness of how these two areas can work together.
Table 1
Engineering design elements and where CT competencies overlap (Ehsan, Cardella, &
Svarovsky, 2018)

Engineering Design Element

Computational Thinking Concept Used During Design Task

Problem Scoping

Data Collection
Abstraction
Problem Decomposition

Generating Ideas

Data Analysis
Abstraction
Problem Decomposition
Pattern Recognition
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Idea Selection

Pattern Recognition
Abstraction

Testing Solution

Simulation
Parallelization
Debugging/Troubleshooting
Pattern Recognition

Engineering design-based integrated curricular programs are a great way to introduce
students to CT constructs. Two such programs are PictureSTEM and ETA Hand2Mind: STEM in
Action. PictureSTEM (picturestem.org) is a set of three curricular units for grades K-2 that
integrate STEM+C content using engineering contexts and picture books. Each unit focuses on at
least one mathematics, science, and CT idea that is standards-based for that grade in service of
solving an engineering problem for a client (Tank et al., 2018). These curricula are a result of
three NSF-funded projects (#1442416, #1519387, #1543175). Unlike many of the other curricula
we have found, the CT is integrated into a larger unit as a means to solve an engineering problem
that the client for the problem needs solved (Hynes et al., 2019). For example, in Designing
Hamster Habitats (first grade), the students are working for Perri who is the owner of Perri’s Pet
Palace. Perri wants a new design for the exercise trail for her hamster habitats. To integrate CT
into this, the students must present their design with an accompanying algorithm that instructs
Perri and her customers how the hamster will move through the habitat. See Figure 13 for an
example. In order for students to be able to learn about algorithms prior to this final artifact they
must present to Perri, students are introduced to algorithms through a picture book, Joey and Jet
by James Yang, and then through following and creating algorithms with tangrams, which is an
extension of some the mathematics integration already occurring in the unit. In the Joey and Jet
reading lesson, students are asked to retell the story through sequencing using flowcharts, which
is both a literacy standard and a CT concept (Figure 14). Then the paired CT lesson has students
using tangrams to first follow algorithms then create their own (Figure 15). Each unit in the
PictureSTEM curricula has a similar manner in which CT is integrated into the whole
engineering design project and paired lessons that highlight the literacy and CT integration. The
kindergarten PictureSTEM unit focuses on pattern recognition and abstraction in literacy and
engineering through basket weaving and the second grade unit focuses on sequencing,
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debugging, and algorithm development through use of a robotic device (Hynes et al., 2019; Tank
et al., 2018). These developmentally appropriate introductions to CT work well as jumping off
points for further explorations into CT for K-2 students.

Figure 13. Students developing the algorithm for the hamster habitat trail and the resulting
final letter to the client that includes the algorithm.

Figure 14. Joey and Jet flowchart for sequencing. Student retell the story through use of
prepositions and putting the game of fetch in the order that the dog, Jet, chases the ball.
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Figure 15. Student following an algorithm using tangrams (right). Students then create their
own algorithm using the worksheet (left).
ETA Hand2Mind: STEM in Action curricula have two CT focused STEM kits. Each of these
have a computational device (Robot Mouse and Botley) as part of a larger engineering design based STEM integration project. In the Coding Mouse Exploration, students work to develop a
program for the robot mouse that demonstrates that they understand the basic needs of mice
(Figure 16). In the Coding and Mineral Collection Challenge, students develop a program for a
robot that will collect unsafe minerals that have come to the surface of the earth (Figure 17). For
both STEM in Action units, the CT concepts include code tracing and writing and debugging
code.
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Figure 16. Child programming the robot mouse after designing code for the course. Image
taken without permission from https://www.hand2mind.com/item/stem-in-action-codingmouse-exploration/9123

Figure 17. Children using Botley to collect mineral samples as they explore the surface of the
earth. Image taken without permission from https://www.hand2mind.com/item/stem-inactionreg-coding-mineral-collection-challenge/14422
Engineering design-based STEM integration has the potential to help students understand
how CT and computing ideas are not only for the development of technological devices but also
for using such devices for other important reasons that are helpful to people. Context is an
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important motivator for students as they engage with CT (Breiner et al., 2012; Corlu & Aydin,
2016; Guzey et al., 2016; Hsiao et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2016; Milesi et al., 2017; Stubbs &
Myers, 2015). Putting students in real world applications of CT will help them build an
appreciation for CT beyond the strict constructs as we define them.
Integration of CT/CS into Elementary Mathematics
Some have suggested that mathematics and computational thinking are a natural fit for
elementary integration (e.g., Rich et al., 2020). In fact, several studies have shown that
mathematics achievement at the elementary levels seems to be linked to students’ CT skills. Rich
et al. (2020) provided a rich comparison of the interplay of CT and mathematics play out in
standards. They found that precision, completeness, order, repetition, and conditionals are all
part of both mathematics and CT - but have similarities and differences that need attention.
Studies of students at the middle school level have found that success in learning to think
computationally can depend on mathematics ability and prior CT experiences both in and out of
school (Grover, 2016). This finding was consistent with a few studies at the upper elementary
level. Lewis (2012) found that 5th grade student performance on Scratch programming quizzes
in a summer camp were highly correlated with their scores on a standardized math test. Salac et
al. (2020) found similar results with 296 4th grade students who received instruction on events,
sequence, and repetition based on the Creative Computing Curriculum. Although all students
showed increases in their CT knowledge, there were statistically significant differences in
learning outcomes between students with below grade-level math proficiency and those who
were at or above grade-level. In a preschool study, Lavigne et al. (2020) studied an integration of
CT ideas into mathematics instruction. The activities focused on cross-disciplinary concepts such
as patterns, combining shapes into larger shapes, and sequencing. Lavigne et al. (2020) stated
that “the fact that classroom teachers spent the majority of activity time on the target CT learning
goals suggests that the approach to integrating CT into preschool math instruction shows
promise” (p. 73).
Scratch and Scratch Jr. have been a focus of several interventions intended to integrate
mathematics and CT. Scratch’s Cross-Curricular Integration Guide includes many examples and
resources on how to integrate Scratch and mathematics. Some of the 3rd - 8th grade project
examples include building a multiplication game, creating a simple calculator, estimation game,
fibonacci sequence, probability dice roll games, making a shape calculator, and fractions
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microworld. In another approach to integrating Scratch into mathematics, Maya Israel and Diana
Franklin created Action Fractions, which provides 10-12 hours of math and Scratch instruction
focused around 3rd and 4th grade fractions instruction
(https://www.canonlab.org/actionfractionslessons).
Flannery et al. (2013) also described that Scratch Jr. was designed to be integrated with
mathematics at grades K-2. In mathematics, ScratchJr can be used to support number sense and
measurement (distance, rotation, time, and iterations). There is a removable grid of 20 by 15
squares, and students can use the grid to measure how far a character can/should move. Scratch
also supports primary math at the upper elementary levels with its coordinate system, grid, xaxis, and y-axis.
Integration of CT/CS into Elementary Science
There is little research on integrating CT/CS into science at the elementary levels, and
much of what is there studies the teachers rather than student learning. One of the few articles
that focuses on student learning is from Dickes et al.(2020). This study looked at student learning
within a model-eliciting activity (Lesh & Doerr, 2003) as a means to integrate science
(kinematics and ecology) with mathematics (geometry) and CT for 3rd- and 4th-grade students.
Within the kinematics portion of the integration, the students used an agent-based programming
tool that is on the NetLogo platform to model footprints (relating measurement and motion).
They found that the use of CT to model the phenomena required modeling cycles, or iterations.
This led to iterative improvement of the students’ representations (Dickes et al., 2020).
Even though the research base for integration of science and CT is not deep, curricular
projects are still available to support CT and science integration. Scratch’s Cross-Curricular
Integration Guide included many examples and resources on how to integrate Scratch and
science. Some of the 3rd - 8th grade project examples include using loops to create gravity
systems, poison in America food nutrition, and animated biomes. There are also lesson plans and
ideas associated with many of the CS/CT tools. For example, WonderWorkshop created a Dash
Robot Life Cycles STEAM Project where students research their plan or animal, create a poster,
and program Dash to visit each stage on the poster and talk about that stage. It should also be
pointed out that many of the CS standards at the elementary level exist within the Science
standards for different states (e.g., Indiana).
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Integration of CT/CS into Elementary Literacy
Some have referred to computer science/computational thinking/computer literacy as our
“new literacy” (Jacob & Warschauer, 2018; Shein, 2014; Wilson, 2013). In addition, Kelleher,
Pausch, and Kiesler (2007) have suggested that computer science can be a modern storytelling
mechanism at the middle school level. Also at the middle school levels, Burke and Kafai (2012)
worked with ten students to draft, revise, and publish digital stories. Although students were able
to learn CS programming concepts, they did not investigate the literary elements. Burke and
Kafai (2012) caution that “digital stories in Scratch are likewise “products” that embody both the
technical and the creative elements of composition and offer a broader conception of what
“writing” with computers may look like in the 21st century” (p. 6).
Research has suggested that English ability at the elementary levels may be linked to
students' CT skills. For example, studies at the middle school level have found that English
ability is one of the contributing factors to students’ success in CS learning (Grover et al., 2016).
This finding was consistent with a study at the upper elementary level. Salac et al. (2020) found
similar results with 296 4th grade students who received instruction on events, sequence, and
repetition based on the Creative Computing Curriculum. Although all students showed increases
in their CT knowledge, there were statistically significant differences in learning outcomes
between students with below grade-level reading proficiency and those who were at or above
grade-level.
There have been several ways literacy and CS have been used together in the curriculum.
For example, in the younger grades, Scratch Jr was designed “to support narrative structure…[by
letting] children create multi-page projects, like a book with a beginning, middle, and end. Text
showing the name of each block can be revealed to support word recognition by letting children
match intuitive icons with related text” (Flannery et al., 2013, p. 8). Lowe and Brophy (2019)
examined the literacy practices of 18 K-2 students as they retold a fairy tale using Scratch Jr.
Students seemed to struggle with creating animations that matched their drafted storyboards.
There is little research documenting the role that texts, language, and vocabulary play into the
development of a broader and more well rounded CS and computational thinking (CT)
experience for students in K-5 classrooms.
There are several curriculums that have incorporated storytelling specifically in their CS
curriculum. For example, CS in SF created an entire unit around storytelling with Scratch. In
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another example, Google for Education also developed CS First Curriculum, which has a
specific unit dedicated to using Scratch to tell stories. Scratch’s Cross-Curricular Integration
Guide also included many examples and resources on how to integrate Scratch and English
language arts. Some of the 3rd - 8th grade project examples include book reports, creation myths
retelling, informative writing (water cycle), literature circles, parts of speech random sentence
generator, and persuasive writing. In addition, Vicky Sedgwick has created curricular integration
ideas using the Micro:Bit with English language arts. In another literary example (Salac, 2020)
the curriculum Comprehending Code was created to utilize reading comprehension strategies and
research to drive computer science curriculum. Just as reading requires strategies beyond
decoding the letters into words, students need to make “meaning of the sequences of words into
instructions (like sentences) and the sequences of instructions into functions or programs (like
paragraphs).” However, we were unable to identify empirically based studies on whether these
curricula were effective in increasing students’ CT or literacy skills.
Although there are quite a few examples of CS and literacy integration, there are a
limited number of empirical studies investigating the effectiveness of these integrations on
literacy. Most of the literacy/CT studies are focused on students’ CT skills improvements. For
example, Lee (2010) taught and examined the CT knowledge and experiences of a one nineyear-old boy. Lee met with the student once-per week for six weeks and showed him basic
programming and Scratch functions. Over the next 18 weeks, the boy selected and built language
arts themed projects such as digital storybooks and games. Lee found that the visual
programming approach employed in Scratch and the analogy-based instructional strategy
enabled the young participant to successfully learn computer programming while creating a
variety of multimedia products. Another study suggested that Scratch can be beneficial for nonnative English speakers to learn the English. In a study of 32 4th and 5th graders in Spain, all
students reported that this experience increased their English capabilities (Moreno-León &
Robles, 2015). However, these were self-reported claims by the students.
Many of these studies and resources show the potential for integrating CS into literacy
instruction (or the other way around). We have personally seen the power of building CS
elementary instruction around stories and literature. There have been a range of different
children’s books focusing on computer science within the past few years. Specifically, these
books tend to focus on using literacy to teach CS/CT ideas and principles. Haroldson and Bellard
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(2020) reviewed 45 picture books and graphic novels published between 2015 and 2019 that
focused on CS at the K-8 grade levels (see Figure 18 for a screenshot of the list captured from
the article).

Figure 18. List of 45 Books Reviewed by Haroldson and Bellard (2020)
In other literary lists, CSTA’s K-8 CS Integration Resources curated by Todd Lash and
Vicky Sedgwick compiled resources and books that directly relate to CS/CT. The Canon Lab at
the University of Chicago run by Diana Franklin also established a list of books that relate to CT
appropriate concepts for K-5 students (https://www.canonlab.org/prekreadinglist). These include
If you give a mouse a cookie for infinite loops, or Beautiful oops for persistence and the design
process, or The art of clean up to discuss how to organize data. For each book, they have
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suggestions for how to incorporate ideas around CT, including summaries, key questions,
strategies while reading the book and even coinciding activities.
One of the more popular books is targeted towards the lower elementary grade levels is
Hello Ruby. This book series has three different books, each focusing on a different CS-related
concepts. The first book focuses heavily on CT. It centers around a curious little girl, Ruby, who
uses her imagination to embark on a journey to crack the code of a mysterious card left by her
father before heading to work. Throughout this journey, Ruby needs to apply CT skills to
abstract and identify patterns, implement loops/conditional statements, and construct solutions.
She is a children’s book character created by Linda Liukas as a role model for children to get
immersed in the world of technology, computing and coding in a fun and playful, more inquirybased way (Kruskopf, 2016). The CS in SF curriculum at the K-2 levels are heavily based on
these books, incorporating the unplugged activities to explore basic control structures like
sequencing, loops, and conditionals.
Integration of CT/CS into Elementary Music
Researchers are also investigating ways to incorporate CS into music and the arts at the
primary school level. For example, Baratè et al. (2017) used LEGO bricks to represent basic
musical notations and to show how pitch and time can be represented graphically (see Figure 19
below). Barate described that this approach requires ideas around abstraction, iteration, and
debugging.

Figure 19. Screenshots from Baratè et al. (2020)
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Another example of incorporating music and coding is through Wonder Workshop’s
Dash, a robot that can produce sounds and light depending on input from stimuli and/or coding
inputted through an app. WonderWorkshop has designed lesson plans to introduce students to
music and coding at the Kindergarten and first grade levels. Students are able to visualize the
notes in a hierarchical order and over time. They can program the robot to play the notes on the
xylophone through a simple app (see Figure 20).

Figure 20. Screenshot examples from WonderWorkshop’s website.
Another more advanced robot for integrating CT into music is Wigl (http://wiglbot.com/).
This robot responds to specific notes with real-world movements and lights. For example,
playing an “A” commands the robot to move forward, “B” backwards, “C” turns left, and “D”
turns right. It hears notes (from any instrument and even singing) and responds with real-world
movements, lights, and special dances. Through sequenced musical notes, you can even program
unique moves. Another interesting initiative is Note Code, which is a music programming puzzle
game designed as a tangible device coupled with entities to store sets of notes, play them back
and activate different sub-components or neighboring boxes.
Google’s CS First curriculum also has a unit dedicated to music and sound consisting of
eight different activities. In addition, Vicky Sedgwick has created curricular integration ideas
using the Micro:Bit with music.
Integration of CT/CS into Elementary Arts
In terms of the arts, ScratchJr and Scratch both enable students to create their own
characters and backgrounds. There was little research on this at the K-5 levels, although other
research around e-Textiles and the arts exists at the secondary level (Lui et al., 2020). At the
elementary level, Scratch’s Cross-Curricular Integration Guide included several examples and
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resources on how to integrate Scratch and fine arts. Some of the 3rd - 8th grade project examples
include colors of the rainbow, making interactive landscapes, and animating aesop fables.
Google’s CS First curriculum also includes an intermediate art unit with eight activities that
leads students through the creation of animation, interactive artwork, photograph filters and other
exciting artistic projects using code.
Challenges with Integration of CT/CS into Elementary Classrooms
Teachers and scholars reported many challenges in teaching computational
thinking/computer science. Some of these challenges include frequent policy changes (B. Barker,
2010), mandatory requirements from district and schools (e.g., Google Inc. & Gallup Inc, 2016;
Indiana Department of Education, 2018), and even demands from the parents to teach CS/CT
(Google Inc. & Gallup Inc, 2016; Wang et al., 2016). Perhaps the largest concern is due to
competing demands from other subject areas and testing, teachers often struggle with addressing
CT/CS in their curriculum. Scholars have suggested integrating CT/CS into existing curriculum
(Barr & Stephenson, 2011), especially through shared terminology like those found in math
(Barr & Stephenson, 2011; Rich et al., 2019; Sneider et al., 2014; Weintrop et al., 2016). Or
perhaps integrating CT/CS by building content connections (Sung et al., 2017). Or through the
potential of building pedagogy connections through elementary problem-based learning (Ozturk
et al., 2018).
However, teachers still describe challenges with this approach due to their lack of content
knowledge around CT/CS. Teachers have often reported receiving a lack of training in CS/CT at
the elementary level (e.g., Ozturk et al., 2018), and often indicate feeling underprepared and
unable to incorporate these ideas into existing curriculum (Ottenbreit-Leftwich & Biggers,
2017). Israel et al. (2020) and Ray et al. (2018) both found that teachers were challenged to
differentiate elementary CS instruction for varying levels of academic abilities. They both noted
that teachers required the support of an instructional coach (with CS and UDL background) as
well as significant PD to successfully achieve differentiated CS instruction for all learners.
Experts have argued that in order for K-12 teachers to be able to integrate CT, they must
have professional support (Yadav, Gretter, et al., 2017). It appears that providing support to
teachers in the form of curriculum, coaching, or professional development is critical to the
success of incorporating CT into the existing K-5 curriculum. Furthermore, policies and daily
support structures need to be established to create the system that enables CT integration. In
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other words, elementary teachers need to know and feel the importance of CT/CS. This can be
easily addressed by school administration acknowledging the importance of CT and providing
teachers with the support to be able to integrate CT into their classrooms.
Conclusion
Computational thinking (CT) in PreK-5 is an emerging and developing field. There is still
a great deal that we must learn about the developmental appropriateness of different techniques
for teaching CT, especially at the elementary level. Learning trajectories and progressions are
currently being developed and studied, but much of the research is not yet published. There are a
limited number of curricular innovations that are ready for PreK-5 implementation, and even
fewer that have been empirically tested, and even fewer still that are integrated into other subject
areas with attention to meaningful content integration between subjects.
The rationale for integration is two-fold. First, many schools face great challenges to add
CT into their curriculum. One of the greatest challenges is the time dedicated to other subject
areas. Second, studies have shown that contextualized application of CT tend to make learning
more relevant and meaningful for students. Therefore, curricula that uses CT to also teach or
reinforce other content areas through an integrated approach will be valuable for K-5 schools.
CT integration at the K-5 levels is most commonly being done with engineering design-based
STEM integration, with mathematics, and with literacy. The connections between engineering
and CT are natural and have a lot of room for development. The ways of thinking in mathematics
and CT are very similar when we think about it from a conceptual point of view. Using CT to
reinforce literacy and reading is being shown to have great potential. These areas need more
curricular resources for all grade bands.
Furthermore, curricular innovations can fall in multiple areas: unplugged, plugged, tools,
robotics, and books. Curricular resources that fall into each of these categories and integrate
with other subjects that are required to be taught should be created to focus on (1) clear,
developmentally appropriate learning trajectories and strategies, (2) using multiple
representations, and (3) making CT learning active, hands-on, and minds-on. Two stand out
curricular examples that incorporate these elements were PictureSTEM and ETA Hand2Mind:
STEM in Action.
We suggest that future research continues to investigate the connections between the
disciplines to more fully integrate CT in meaningful ways that do not add to the curriculum for
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students, but rather enhances it for all areas. Curricula need to be developed and studied to
address the concerns brought up here. There is also a need for a deeper understanding of how
students develop CT competencies both with and without integration. Very few clinical studies
exist of how students engage with CT at different developmental stages or with a mind to the CT
skills that need to be developed. New studies that look at CT comprehensively and breakdown
the CT skills to focus deeply on these are needed. These studies should be used as a basis for
developing learning opportunities for children in both formal and informal spaces.
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The appendix for this white paper was developed by Meize Guo, a PhD candidate at
Indiana University, and Barbara Fagundes, a PhD student at Purdue University. Ms. Guo is
advised by Dr. Anne Ottenbreit-Leftwich, and Ms. Fagundes is advised by Dr. Tamara Moore.
The contents of the Appendix can be found at: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1eo4ReBlKt6RaTQkFBZzv5BXGSuhb7wcxH7ezfzkpR8/edit?usp=sharing
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